CLASSIC 50™

The next generation of music stands.
The new Classic 50™ is the end result of half a
century of experience with music educators
just like you. By thoroughly investigating your
day-to-day needs and recurring problems,
we’ve been able to
create a music stand that delivers traditional
elegance without traditional headaches.
The Classic’s superiority begins with its tough,
lightweight construction. The special polymer
material has an inherent tensile strength that
withstands daily rigors without bending or
denting like metal — and without creating a
clatter. It’s so quiet it won’t rattle, ring or clang.
Add striking good looks and you have not only
the most refined music stand ever designed,
but also a stand that’s tough enough to handle
rough-and-tumble classrooms.
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CLASSIC 50™

Strong not only
in construction but
also in its classic,
striking appearance.

We tested Classic 50 against metal to see which would bend — and stay bent.

The unique recessed area prevents
pencils and other ancillaries from
flying off the desk when you turn
the pages.

The Classic’s slider
mechanism is Teflonimpregnated for the
ultimate in quiet,
non-slip performance.

Classic 50

Metal Stand

We wanted to see how the Classic 50
and a metal stand would compare when
subjected to identical sustained pressure.

Classic 50

Metal Stand

As you can see, there is no comparison.
The Classic 50 bounces back into shape,
while metal stays permanently bent.

The desk is tightly secured to the
stem but still allows an extremely
fluid tilting motion and full-range
of angles.

The wobble-free base
never needs tightening.

The wobble-free base is one more
example of the Classic’s comprehensive quality, from top to bottom.

CLASSIC 50™ SPECIFICATIONS:
• Lightweight — only 5.5 lbs.
• High-strength polymer desk and base.
• Made from recycled material.
• Balanced for excellent stability.

PURCHASE IN 20-PACKS AND SAVE!
• We pass on the cost savings of efficient
bulk packaging to you.
039A500 Classic 50 Stand 20-Pack

• Order 5- and 1-packs to complete your order.

• Wobble-free base attachment never
needs tightening.

039A505 Classic 50 Stand 5-Pack

• Unique recessed desk area for pencils.

039A501 Classic 50 Stand 1-Pack

• Classic black styling is color-molded
through base and desk for distinctive, longlasting good looks.

United States
Phone: 1-800-733-0393
Fax: 1-507-455-4258
Customer Service: 1-800-887-7145
Canada
Phone: 1-800-268-0148
Fax: 1-416-754-3996

• Bolt-through desk attachment holds tight
and secure — always.

Quebec
Phone: 1-800-411-5600
Fax: 1-416-754-3996

• 131/2" x 20" music desk.

Worldwide
Phone: 1-507-455-4100
Fax: 1-507-444-0685

• Patented slider mechanism adjusts height
from 251/2" to 49", desk lip to floor.
• 3-year warranty.

Web Site
www.wengercorp.com

• Patented, and other patents pending.
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